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Case Study 8: How to make a Payroll Budget virement and efficiency hint

By Diana Boxall and Chris Graham

Budget virements exist to move the budgets between two employees, typically this might be a post

vacant at the point the budget was set and therefore created as a “new employee”. Once the post is

filled and the new postholder is paid as an “existing employee” the budget virement screen allows

the budget to be transferred. Look towards the end of this section to check “conditions that must

be met for successful virement”.

Go to the cost centre hierarchy and select your initial navigation point. You should take ownership at

least as department level N.B. For the budget virement to work correctly you need to be navigated

to a roll up level high enough to cover both the “from” and the “to” of the proposed virement.

Move to the “vire payroll” screen.

Select department and financial year.

Select an employee to vire the budget from (from drop down list – start typing surname and press

enter to move within the list, or scroll down)

Then do the same with employee to

Budget values will appear in the month from
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Select the months to vire by putting 1 in the relevant cell.

Then make sure the correct version is selected in the bottom box, save and run the process

Once the process has run, return to the main payroll planning screen. The budget virement will have

impacted the budget columns (Full year and YTD). The way to view this is to click out those columns

using the + box highlighted in the screen shot below.

Clicking out will show both the original budget and the virement entry to arrive at what is displayed

as total FY budget and total YTD budget.

The total overall budget agreed is already fixed of course, so “to” and “from” entries must balance

out to zero.

This is illustrated in the next screen shot over the page.

Note that once vired, it is possible to reverse this by going through the same procedure but changing

the “1” back to “0” and rerunning the process

If the virement moves from an employee with more than one cost code combination the total

budget for the employee will be vired proportionately to all cost code combination(s) on the target

“to” employee.
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Efficiency Hint:

This column shows the virement

entries processedThis column shows the original

budget

This column shows the

adjusted budget for the

individual

It is important that for the rolled up department the

budget virements balance out and this total is zero
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Each time you run the process, all the virements previously entered actually refresh, the practical

consequence of this is that if you have more than one virement to do in the same department you

do not need to run the process for each one individually. Enter each pair, save the entry and

then press the just the once.

Note also that the budget in the I and E will not be changed by this virement. Where the virement is

merely from a “new” post in one cost centre to an existing employee who has now started this is

immaterial because the change is within the same GL trial balance point. However if the virement

covers several cost code combinations there is the possibility that the budget in the payroll planning

application will return a difference answer to the budget column visible in the main payroll planning

view. The original budget, which will agree with the I and E number is visible in the clicked out

columns as a reference.

Conditions to be met for a successful budget virement in payroll

Overview

 The budget virement functionality was designed to deal with the situation where a vacant

post was budgeted for within a cost centre and then subsequently filled.

 Once the employee filling the post had started working at the University, the budget sat

alongside the NewPerson post could be transferred to the existing person, thereby removing

one simple type of budget variance within a cost centre.

 The GL budget for permanent pay will not change, which is why some of the constraints

across departmental boundaries apply and why the planner should always check that the

total budget virement for the department nets off to zero (look in the vired column at total

employee level).

 Not all budget variances can be eliminated in this way.

Currently it is not possible to vire FTE. The functionality is not directed at the allocation of budgeted

provisions.

Necessary conditions for budget virement

There are three conditions which must be met for the BFT budget virement process to complete

successfully and achieve the outcome of a balanced virement.

A. The virement must be within a department, both “from” and “to” employees must have the

same department. This includes “ownership”.

B. The budget value for the “from” employee must be present in the reference month and be

positioned on a suitable like for like basis with the target “to” employee (not possible to

part vire).

C. The “to” employee must have an FTE in the reference month (shown on the virement page)

Consequences from the necessary conditions and the design of the virement process
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 It is not possible to vire when the “to” employee is in the future (i.e. has no FTE in the last

actual month which will be used as reference month, so no NewPerson or Provisions in the

“to”).

 It I not possible to vire “to” an employee with no FTE in the reference month, even if they

have received some kind of non salary payment (such as holiday pay), or even if they were

employed earlier in the year, but have now left

 The process will not work when the “from” post is owned by another department, even if

the budget intended for virement is in the same department as the “to”.

 The months to vire can be differentiated, but part virement in other ways (for example, one

post vired across to three different new employees is not possible)

 The virements made in one forecasting exercise will be copied across into the next, but the

process will re-execute for the new reference month , which could change the numbers. [for

example if an employee originally 0.5FTE adds 0.25 in another cost centre the original

virement will change from 100% into the original 0.5FTE and allocate the budget across

proportionately across the two job elements.

The reference month being used is a key parameter. It is displayed in the virement screen once the

“version” being used is selected

In addition, once the version is selected the FTE for the “to” appears below the “to employee box”. If

this is zero the virement will not work (see condition “C”).

Also be aware that the virements made in one

quarterly forecast will be copied across to the next

but because the process will re-execute all virements

one the planner runs the process again this could

change the numbers between Q2 and Q3 if the

reference FTE has changed (if a part time employee

has added a new role to increase their FTE for

example).


